Experiment

with the Greenhouse

As you have already learnt greenhouses oﬀer
ideal environmental conditions that support
plants’ growth and development. The
transparent materials, that they are made of,
oﬀer complete isolation from outside
conditions and keep the inside warm.
However, in hot climates, the temperature is
regulated through windows or fans.

Learning about: Structures

Discover:

Cube
Many structures consist of triangular shapes. What do
these shapes offer? Carry out the next experiment
and find out why the triangular shape is so much
preferred in structures!

Materials Needed:
®
- Engino (STH81).

Why is triangulation needed to
strengthen structures?
Which part of an arch requires
support?
Level Of Difficulty

1. Push the sides and the corners of the shapes you
have built as shown in the pictures below.

Procedure:
1. Using your Engino parts follow the
instructions below to build a small
square and a triangle.

®

The Engino Greenhouse model is based on
the gable-type structure and it is covered by
plastic transparent sheets. It has a door for
easy access to the plants and two windows
for ventilation. These open and close with the
help of gears.
The gable-type greenhouse has an advantage
compared to the tunnel-type since it allows
the creation of windows on the sides or on
the roof. However, you will discover one
more advantage after conducting the
following experiment!

Square

- What do the triangular shapes oﬀer to the
greenhouse structure?
- What is the use of the gears on the
greenhouse?
- How does a greenhouse work?
- Which factors aﬀect the growing of the
plants?

Which points are stronger? .............................................
.............................................................................................
Triangle

2. How can you modify the square in order to
become stronger? Try out 2 solutions and show how
you did it below.

2. Push the sides and the corners as
shown in exercise 1 in order to find
out the strongest positions. Then
note your observations.

Perform the following expeirments to ﬁnd
out the answers for all these questions! Start
with the Engino ‘’Cube’’ model to learn about
structures. Continue with the Engino
‘’Gearbox’’ to learn about the use of gears.
Finally, build your own Greenhouse and see
your plants growing up!

3. Try to modify the square by adding
some more parts in order to make it
stronger and answer exercise 2.
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Procedure:
4. Build an arch (see the picture
below) and push it down as it is
shown in the picture on the right.
Complete exercise 3.

3 a. Draw some arrows to show where the force is
redirected.
b. How does the arch behave? What can you do to
strengthen this shape?
a.

b. ................................................................................................
5. Deconstruct all the shapes you
have made. Find the instructions and
build the Cube model.
6. Once it is finished, push its corners
and sides as it is shown in exercise
4a.
7. Add the diagonals to the walls of
the house (see the picture below) and
test again. Then complete exercise 4.

....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................

Theory
Deﬁnition of structure
A structure is any configuration, natural
or man-made, that supports a weight. You
may think that almost everything falls into
this broad definition, because all
constructions support something, even if it is
simply their own weight! However, not all
structures are the same as they are divided in
many categories. Next we will examine three
basic distinctions between them: 1) whether
structures are built by man or whether they
are natural, 2) their profile, meaning in what
way they are actually built and how they
support the weight and 3) whether they are
designed for people to live in them or not.

4 a. Compare the rigidity of the houses below and
put a mark on the strongest one.
b. What is the benefit of triangulation?

Natural structures are those which occur
naturally, or weren't built by man. Examples
of these are the tree log we discussed
previously, the egg, our skeleton and many
more.

a.

Man-made structures are those which are
built by man. These are the structures you
see around you, live in them, you move with
them and you admire them! It is your house,
your parent's car or a skyscraper.
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x2
b.

....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................

x2

....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
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An interesting combination of the two
categories is structures built by animals.
Anthills, termite hills and beaver dams are
perfect examples of this, since they are not
naturally occurring structures, but they are
also built by someone other than humans. In
fact, most of our structures are based on
designs taken from these animal-built ones.
Scientists study the way animals’ and insects’
creations withstand weather conditions and
how they are used for utilising their purpose.
An example is a spider’s web, that has a
special shape, colour and texture in order to
catch pray and warn the spider about it.
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Learning about: Gears

Frame structures are structures that consist
of many pieces connected together, called
members. They can be both natural and
man-made. The triangle, square and arch
shapes are parts of a frame structure.
Engineers prefer mostly the triangle shapes,
as they are more stable than square shapes.
The reason for this is the fact that any force
that is applied on a triangle is transferred to
its corners, which are its strongest points.
The arch consists of small wedged-shaped
elements. It is built in a way that transfers all
the force and pressure on the base of the
arch, thus once the arch is completed it
becomes very stable.

Discover:
What is a gearbox?
What is gear ratio and how is it
calculated?

Gearbox
The gearbox is any combination or assembly of gears
and can be found in a variety of devices: from the
smallest wrist watch to the biggest train! This
assembly allows to control the speed of any machine.

Level Of Difficulty

Materials Needed:
®
- Engino (STH81).

Shell structures are structures that consist
of a solid unit that supports weight from the
outside. This means the load is in the inside
of the structure. A great example of this
structure is the egg shell, which supports the
chick from the outside. Shell structures tend
to be lighter than frame structures. There are
also many examples of structures that are a
combination of shell and frame ones, like the
hood of the car, which is a shell structure but
has a frame underneath it to provide greater
strength.

The final category is that of buildings and
nonbuildings. A building is any structure in
which people can live in (hotels, houses, etc),
while a nonbuilding is a structure in which
people don't live continuously (like cars,
bridge, cranes, etc). However some
structures, like lighthouses and power
stations, which are not continuously
occupied, are classified as buildings for safety
purposes.

Procedure:
1. Find the instructions and build the
base of the gearbox. For case 1 make
the first assembly.
2. In the experiment we need to
measure how many revolutions the
output shaft makes when the input
crank rotates. Two people are
needed for this: one should turn the
crank slowly with the appropriate
number of revolutions (as stated in
the table) and the other should
measure the output revolutions. The
orange part connected at the shaft of
the output gear will help you measure
the revolutions with more ease.
3. For case 1, revolve the input crank
1 time (1 full circle) and note the
output revolutions on the table in
exercise 1. While measuring
revolutions, feel the amount of force
you apply.
4. Repeat the same for the remaining
cases. For case 2, make the second
gear assembly and turn the crank 3
times. For case 3 make the third
assembly and turn the input crank 15
times. Finally, for case 4 make the
fourth assembly and turn the input
crank 5 times. Write your findings in
exercise 1 and 2.

The most important elements of structures
are the materials that they are made out of.
When we build our houses and skyscrapers
we want them to be strong under all types of
forces.
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1. Complete the following table according to your
measurements. Also, fill in the last row with a
simplified ratio of input revolutions to output
revolutions.
1.

2.

3.

4.

CASES
output

INPUT

output input

output input

input

1

3

input

15

output

5

OUTPUT

INPUT
OUTPUT

2. Why do you think the gear ratio also known as
speed ratio (input revolutions to output revolutions)
is different in each case?
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
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Procedure:
5. As you have already observed the
eﬀort needed in revolving the crank in
each case is diﬀerent. Describe the
diﬃculty in rotating the crank in each
case by completing the table in
exercise 3. Answer exercise 4 to
explain why this is happening.

3. Complete the FORCE row with the words: easy,
medium, difficult and most difficult to describe
the difficulty in rotating the crank.

Deﬁnition of gear
1.

2.

3.

4.

CASES
output
output input

input

6. Measure the number of teeth of
each gear: small, medium and large
and note the numbers on exercise 5.
Look carefully at the gear assembly of
case 1. There are two pairs: 1) a
medium gear connected with a small
one and 2) a big gear connected with
a small gear.

output input

input

output

FORCE

4. Why do you think the effort needed to rotate the
crank is different in each case?
....................................................................................................

7. Calculate the teeth ratio for each
pair by dividing the teeth of the one
gear by the teeth of the other gear as
mentioned in exercise 5. Then,
calculate the teeth ratio for case 1 by
multiplying your ﬁndings as explained
in exercise 5. Compare the gear ratio
for case 1 from the table in exercise 1
and teeth ratio for the same case in
exercise 5.

Theory

....................................................................................................

Gears are wheels with teeth around their
circumference, enabling them to mesh with
each other. They belong in the category of
simple machines which means they can
increase the applied force and have a
mechanical advantage. Gears can be found in
almost all machines that have moving parts.
We use gears if we want to:
Ÿ transfer motion from one position to
another;
Ÿ reverse the direction of rotation;
Ÿ increase or decrease the speed of
rotation;
Ÿ change the axis of rotation;
Ÿ decrease or increase the force of a
machine.

....................................................................................................

5. Make the following calculations concerning the
gear assembly of case 1 and compare your result
with the input/output ratio you found in the table in
exercise 1. What is the connection between the
number of teeth ratio and gear (speed) ratio?

A sole gear can not really do anything! It has
to be connected with other gears in order to
transfer power. Gears have teeth that
connect them and this type of connection is
called meshing. The gear that is rotated by a
motor or in general by any power source is
defined as the “driver” gear and the other
gear that follows is the “driven”. If more than
two gears mesh in a more complex system
this is called gear train.

teeth of small gear =
8. Calculate the gear ratios for all
cases. Note that in case 4 there is one
compound gear system meshing with
the last two gears.

teeth of medium gear =
teeth of large gear =

gear pair 1 =

gear pair 2 =

teeth of small gear
teeth of medium gear
teeth of small gear
teeth of large gear

=

=

teeth ratio = gear pair 1 x gear pair 2
=

x

=

....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
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The teeth of the gears are the most essential
elements and their design will determine the
efficiency of gear transmission. In ancient
times, gear teeth were made of wooden
beams and were big and bulgy. Later on,
during the Hellenistic times, when the
“antikythera mechanism” was created, gears
were made of bronze with high precision.
Nowadays, gears have very complex shapes
to minimize friction and optimize
performance, depending on the application.
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Circumference

Quiz

In order to calculate the circumference of a
circle, we can take a piece of string and wrap
it around a gear. The resulting length of the
string (measured by a ruler) is the
circumference of the circle.

Discover:

Exercise 1
Circle the correct word which best describes the type of structure under each picture. Different
classifications of structures are used.

When two gears mesh their teeth profile is
exactly the same, otherwise they would not
be able to mesh! This also means that there
is a relationship between the number of
teeth and the diameters of the meshing
gears.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Gear ratio
When designing machines with gears it is
very important to be able to calculate the
speed and torque of the output shaft. Such
calculations are based on the gear ratio or
as it is more generally called velocity ratio.
We can calculate the gear ratio by finding the
ratio of the number of teeth or by calculating
the ratio of the diameters of the meshing
gears.

input gear (driver)
output gear (driven)
number of
teeth (Ninput)

Doutput
Dinput

velocity
(Uinput)

number of
teeth (Ninput)

velocity
(Uoutput)

shell / frame

shell / frame

building / nonbuilding

Exercise 2
Complete the paragraph below using words from the box.
driver, between, driven, direction, reversed, idler gear
- When two gears mesh directly, the ............................... of rotation is ..................................

Types of gears
Idler gear

- If we want to maintain the same direction of rotation, an ........................... ......................... is

It is feasible to make the gears rotate in the
same direction. What we need to do is in use
an intermediate third gear which will connect
the two gears, transferring rotation from the
driver gear to the follower. This gear is called
idler gear and is often found in many gear
systems where there is a need to maintain
the direction of rotation or even shift the
rotating shafts by a small distance.

idler gear

needed, positioned ..................................... the other gears.
- In order to increase the output speed the .............................. gear should be bigger than the
................................ gear.
Compound gears
When designing a machine, engineers need
to find ways to make it as small and as
efficient as possible. An ingenious set-up to
achieve this is by having two or more gears
connected on the same axle, turning
together, as if they were a single block. This is
called a compound gear and it is a very
efficient way to combine gears in order to
change speed by a huge amount, while also
saving a lot of space!
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Knowledge check: check what you have learned.
What is a structure?
Why is triangulation needed to strengthen structures?
What is a gear?
What is gear ratio?
Which are the two basic types of gears?
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Learning about:

Botanic laboratory

What are the differences between
monocot and dicot seeds?
How do these seeds germinate?

Growing seeds (germination)
There are two main types of seeds: monocot (e.g.
corn) and dicot (e.g. bean). The monocot has one seed
leaf inside while the other has two. Follow the next
experiment to learn the importance of this distinction.

Materials Needed:
- Engino® (STH81).
- Bean seeds (any colour; brown, white etc).
- Corn seeds.
- Cotton, 2 transparent glasses and water.

Learning about:

Discover:

Level of Difficulty

1. Observe the corn and the bean seeds. What
differences and similarities do you observe? Which
one is the monocot and which is one is the dicot?
corn seeds

bean seeds

Procedure:
1. Find the instructions in pages 20-40 and
build the Greenhouse model. Connect the
covering sheets as well.

Botanic laboratory

Effects of temperature and water
There are many factors that affect the growth of a
plant. In the next two experiments we will examine
the most important of them. Lets see first how plants
are affected by cold and the absence of water.

Materials Needed:
- Engino® (STH81).
- Bean seeds, cotton, 2 transparent glasses.
- Soil and water.
- Plants from the previous experiment.

2. The experiment must be “fair”, so it is
important to keep some factors unchanged.
Write which in exercise 1, after reading steps
3 and 4 below.

3. Fill the bottom of the two glasses with
cotton. Place 10 corn seeds inside the first
glass and 10 corn seeds inside the other, on
top of the cotton (see picture).

3. Fill the bottom of the two glasses with
cotton and place 5 bean seeds inside the first
glass and 5 more bean seeds inside the
other, on top of the cotton.

2. Complete the table according to your observations
for each stage of germination. For example, how do
the roots look like in each type?
Stages

1. root

6. Keep the resulting plants as you will need
them for the next two experiments.

Level of Difficulty

1. Every experiment needs to be “fair” so that the
results are reliable, meaning that all factors must
stay the same in all cases, except for the one that we
are looking at. When examining the “temperature
factor”, what other factors were kept the same?

Corn (monocot)

Bean (dicot)

2. stem

3. leaves
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2. Write what happened to the seeds growing in the
greenhouse (warm) and the fridge (cold).
Seeds growing
in warmth

Seeds growing
in cold

4. Pour 30ml of water in both glasses, using
the syringe included. Then place one glass
inside the greenhouse and the other glass
inside the fridge. After 4 days, write your
observations in exercise 2.
syringe is
included

5. Examine both glasses every 2-3 days and
see how the seeds are growing. Complete the
table in exercise 2 for each stage.

How to make a “fair” experiment?
How are plants affected by cold
and the absence of water?

Procedure:
1. For this experiment you will need to grow
the bean seeds in the same way as before, in
order to examine how temperature affects
the germination of seeds.

2. Note that the corn and bean seeds should
be fresh, not dried, otherwise they will not
grow. Compare the two types of seeds in
exercise 1, including the distinction between
monocot and dicot seeds mentioned above.

4. Make the cotton wet by using water, but be
careful not to use too much. Place both
glasses inside the greenhouse and put it
somewhere that there is plenty of sunshine,
so it stays warm. Renew water every day.

Discover:

5. For the next experiment, we will examine
how water affects the growth of plants.
Take the small pots of the package and fill
them with soil suitable for plants. Then take
the already grown bean and corn plants
from the previous experiment and place
their roots inside the soil (one in each pot).
You can use more pots to plant all.
6. Put the pots inside the greenhouse and
place your construction somewhere that
there is enough sunlight. Provide water to
every plant, except for one of each kind, and
open for ventilation regularly. After 4 days,
write your observations in exercise 3.

3. Write what happened to the plants with regular
watering and without watering.
Plants provided
with water
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Plants
without water

Learning about:

Botanic laboratory

Discover:

Effects of sunlight and oxygen
Let’s continue by looking at two more factors that
affect a plant’s growth: sunlight and oxygen.
Remember that all other factors must remain the
same in order to have a “fair” experiment.

How are plants affected by the
absence of sunlight or oxygen?

Quiz
Exercise 1

Level of Difficulty

a) Complete the diagram of the plant’s parts
using the words from the box.
seed, bud, root, leaf,
ﬂower, fruit, stem

1. Write what happened to the plants growing with
sunlight and the other plants growing in the dark.

Materials Needed:
- Engino® (STH81).
- The plants from the previous experiment.
- A plastic, transparent bag.
- A black cloth or paper.

Plants growing
with sunlight

Plants growing
in the dark

Procedure:
1. By now, you will probably have 6 healthy
plants of beans and 6 healthy plants of corn.
Let’s examine two more factors with them.

b) Name 4 factors that affect the growing
of plants.
.................................................................................
.................................................................................
.................................................................................
.................................................................................

2. For the first experiment we will examine
how sunlight affects the growth of plants.
Divide the plants equally inside the
greenhouse so that each tray has both bean
and corn plants.

two trays
with pots
are included

Exercise 2
a) Describe the process of photosynthesis and draw a simple diagram of it.
....................................................................................................

2. You may noticed that some of the plants that are
growing in the dark have turned their stem towards
the light. Do you know why they do that and how is
this phenomenon called?

....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
....................................................................................................

3. Cover 3/4 of the greenhouse with a black
cloth or paper in such a way that 9 out of 12
pots will not be able to receive sunlight.
4. At the same period, you will be conducting
another experiment, examining how air
affects the growth of plants. Wrap a
transparent bag around one pot that is on
the sunlight receiving side.

b) What is the importance of photosynthesis for animals and life on Earth in general?
3. Write what happened to the plants provided with
air and the other plant covered with a bag (no air).
Plants provided
with air

5. So, now you have 9 plants in the dark and
3 in the sunlight, one of which has no air.
Remember to water all 12 plants regularly,
making sure that no sunlight enters the dark
area. Also, punch a small hole on the bag to
water the plant and close it quickly after.

Plants with
no air

.....................................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................................

Knowledge check: check what you have learned.
Which factors aﬀect the growing of the plants?
Which is the photosynthesis process?
Which is the life cycle of plants?
How important are plants?
How does a greenhouse work?

6. After 4 days, write you observations in
exercises 1, 2 and 3.
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